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A matrix multiplication diagram.

Among the most common tools in electrical engineering and computer
science are rectangular grids of numbers known as matrices. The
numbers in a matrix can represent data, and they can also represent
mathematical equations. In many time-sensitive engineering
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applications, multiplying matrices can give quick but good
approximations of much more complicated calculations.

Matrices arose originally as a way to describe systems of linear
equations, a type of problem familiar to anyone who took grade-school
algebra. "Linear" just means that the variables in the equations don't
have any exponents, so their graphs will always be straight lines.

The equation x - 2y = 0, for instance, has an infinite number of solutions
for both x and y, which can be depicted as a straight line that passes
through the points (0,0), (2,1), (4,2), and so on. But if you combine it
with the equation x - y = 1, then there's only one solution: x = 2 and y =
1. The point (2,1) is also where the graphs of the two equations intersect.

The matrix that depicts those two equations would be a two-by-two grid
of numbers: The top row would be [1 -2], and the bottom row would be
[1 -1], to correspond to the coefficients of the variables in the two
equations.

In a range of applications from image processing to genetic analysis,
computers are often called upon to solve systems of linear
equations—usually with many more than two variables. Even more
frequently, they're called upon to multiply matrices.

Matrix multiplication can be thought of as solving linear equations for
particular variables. Suppose, for instance, that the expressions t + 2p +
3h; 4t + 5p + 6h; and 7t + 8p + 9h describe three different mathematical
operations involving temperature, pressure, and humidity measurements.
They could be represented as a matrix with three rows: [1 2 3], [4 5 6],
and [7 8 9].

Now suppose that, at two different times, you take temperature,
pressure, and humidity readings outside your home. Those readings
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could be represented as a matrix as well, with the first set of readings in
one column and the second in the other. Multiplying these matrices
together means matching up rows from the first matrix—the one
describing the equations—and columns from the second—the one
representing the measurements—multiplying the corresponding terms,
adding them all up, and entering the results in a new matrix. The
numbers in the final matrix might, for instance, predict the trajectory of
a low-pressure system.

Of course, reducing the complex dynamics of weather-system models to
a system of linear equations is itself a difficult task. But that points to
one of the reasons that matrices are so common in computer science:
They allow computers to, in effect, do a lot of the computational heavy
lifting in advance. Creating a matrix that yields useful computational
results may be difficult, but performing matrix multiplication generally
isn't.

One of the areas of computer science in which matrix multiplication is
particularly useful is graphics, since a digital image is basically a matrix
to begin with: The rows and columns of the matrix correspond to rows
and columns of pixels, and the numerical entries correspond to the
pixels' color values. Decoding digital video, for instance, requires matrix
multiplication; earlier this year, MIT researchers were able to build one
of the first chips to implement the new high-efficiency video-coding
standard for ultrahigh-definition TVs, in part because of patterns they
discerned in the matrices it employs.

In the same way that matrix multiplication can help process digital video,
it can help process digital sound. A digital audio signal is basically a
sequence of numbers, representing the variation over time of the air
pressure of an acoustic audio signal. Many techniques for filtering or
compressing digital audio signals, such as the Fourier transform, rely on
matrix multiplication.
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Another reason that matrices are so useful in computer science is that
graphs are. In this context, a graph is a mathematical construct consisting
of nodes, usually depicted as circles, and edges, usually depicted as lines
between them. Network diagrams and family trees are familiar examples
of graphs, but in computer science they're used to represent everything
from operations performed during the execution of a computer program
to the relationships characteristic of logistics problems.

Every graph can be represented as a matrix, however, where each
column and each row represents a node, and the value at their
intersection represents the strength of the connection between them
(which might frequently be zero). Often, the most efficient way to
analyze graphs is to convert them to matrices first, and the solutions to
problems involving graphs are frequently solutions to systems of linear
equations.

This story is republished courtesy of MIT News
(web.mit.edu/newsoffice/), a popular site that covers news about MIT
research, innovation and teaching.
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